We define metrics and measures to characterize the ratio of accessible quantum entanglement for complex network failures in the quantum Internet. A complex network failure models a situation in the quantum Internet in which a set of quantum nodes and a set of entangled connections become unavailable. A complex failure can cover a quantum memory failure, a physical link failure, an eavesdropping activity, or any other random physical failure scenario. Here, we define the terms entanglement accessibility ratio, cumulative probability of entanglement accessibility ratio, probabilistic reduction of entanglement accessibility ratio, domain entanglement accessibility ratio, and occurrence coefficient. The proposed methods can be applied to an arbitrary topology quantum network to extract relevant statistics and to handle the quantum network failure scenarios in the quantum Internet.
is referred as the probabilistic reduction of entanglement accessibility ratio.
To describe the impacts of a given complex failure on the ratio of accessible entanglement, we define the domain entanglement accessibility ratio, which quantifies the accessible entanglement ratio after a complex failure in a particular domain in a function of the radius of the given failure domain.
We define the occurrence coefficient of an entanglement accessibility ratio (occurrence ratio) at a complex failure domain, which is measured by the ratio of the number of occurrence of a given entanglement accessibility ratio in the network after a complex failure event and the total number of occurrences of all entanglement accessibility ratios after a complex failure event.
We show that the defined measures can be extracted from the occurrence ratio, and therefore, it is enough to determine the occurrence coefficient to derive the other metrics. We propose an algorithm to determine the occurrence coefficient from the empirical quantities of the quantum network that are directly observable in the analyzed network setting. In particular, the defined entanglement accessibility measures can be derived in a purely empirical way by extracting relevant statistics from the analyzed quantum network.
The proposed protocol is not dependent from the actual physical implementation, therefore it can be applied in the heterogeneous network structure and network components of the quantum Internet (the protocol can also be applied in the quantum Internet at the utilization of magnetic field in the perturbation method [104] [105] [106] (kind of Zeeman Effect [107] ) in the physical layer 1 , or in electromagnetic field-based [109, 110] scenarios in the network components.).
The novel contributions of our manuscript are as follows:
1. We define measures to characterize the accessible quantum entanglement in case of complex network failures in the quantum Internet.
2. We define the terms entanglement accessibility ratio, cumulative probability of entanglement accessibility ratio, probabilistic reduction of entanglement accessibility ratio, and occurrence coefficient.
3. We show that the defined measures can be extracted from the occurrence ratio, and therefore, it is enough to determine the occurrence coefficient to derive the other metrics. 4 . We propose an algorithm to determine the occurrence coefficient from the empirical quantities of the quantum network that are directly observable in the analyzed network setting of the quantum Internet.
5. The entanglement accessibility measures can be derived in a purely empirical way by extracting relevant statistics from the quantum Internet.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the related works are summarized. In Section 3, some preliminaries are introduced. Section 4 defines the entanglement accessibility measures. Section 5 discusses the occurrence coefficient and defines an algorithm for the empirical evaluation of the measures. In Section 6, a numerical evaluation is proposed. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.
Related Works
In this section, we review some recent results connected to the establishment of the experimental quantum Internet.
A technical roadmap on the experimental development of the quantum Internet has been provided in [14] . The roadmap is connected to the Quantum Internet Research Group (QIRG) [48] , which group is formulated and supported by an international researcher background and collaboration. The authors of [14] address some important capability milestones for the realization of a global-scale quantum Internet. The technical roadmap also addresses important future engineering problems brought up by the quantum Internet, such as the development of a standardized architectural framework for the quantum Internet, standardization and protocols of the quantum Internet, application programming interface (API) for the quantum Internet, and the definition of the application level of the quantum Internet [103] .
In a quantum Internet scenario, entanglement purification is a procedure that takes two imperfect systems σ 1 and σ 2 with initial fidelity F 0 < 1, and outputs a higher-fidelity density ρ such that F (ρ) > F 0 . In [50] , the authors propose novel physical approaches to assess and optimize entanglement purification schemes. The proposed solutions provide an optimization framework of practical entanglement purification.
In [51] , the authors defined a method for deterministic delivery of quantum entanglement on a quantum network. The results allow us to realize entanglement distribution across multiple remote quantum nodes in a quantum Internet setting.
In [52] , a satellite-to-ground QKD system over 1,200 kilometres has been demonstrated. The proposed model integrated a low-Earth-orbit satellite with decoy-state QKD. The reported key rate of the protocol was above the kHz key rate over a distance up to 1200 km. The work has a relevance for an experimental quantum Internet, since the results also allow us to realize high-efficiency longdistance QKD in a global quantum Internet setting.
In [53] , the authors demonstrated the quantum teleportation of independent single-photon qubits over 1,400 kilometres. Since an experimental realization of a global-scale quantum Internet requires the application of quantum teleportation over long-distances, the proposed results represent a fundamental of any experimental quantum Internet. In [56] , the authors demonstrated quantum teleportation with high fidelity values between remote single-atom quantum memories.
Some other recent results connected to the development of an experimental global-scale quantum Internet are as follows. In [54] , the authors demonstrated the Bell inequality violation using electron spins separated by 1.3 kilometres. In [55] , the authors demonstrated modular entanglement of atomic qubits using photons and phonons. The quantum repeaters are fundamental networking elements of any experimental quantum Internet. The quantum repeaters are used in the entanglement distribution process to generate quantum entanglement between distant senders and receivers. The quantum repeaters also realize the entanglement purification and the entanglement swapping (entanglement extension) procedures. For an experimental realization of quantum repeaters based on atomic ensembles and linear optics, see [57] .
Since quantum channels also have a fundamental role in the quantum Internet, we suggest the review paper of [23] , and also the work of [17] , for some specialized applications of quantum channels. For a review on some recent results of quantum computing technology, we suggest [49] . For some recent services developed for the quantum Internet, we suggest [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] .
Some other related topics are as follows. The works [16, [23] [24] [25] [26] [29] [30] [31] are related to the utilization of entanglement for long-distance quantum communications and for a global-scale quantum Internet, and also to the various aspects of quantum networks in a quantum Internet setting.
For some fundamental works on quantum machine learning, see [71, 72, 85, 100] , on quantum Shannon theory, see [17, 23, 58, 69, 74, 86, 101] , on quantum computing see [73, 75] , for schemes for reducing decoherence in quantum memory see [76] , for quantum network coding see [80] [81] [82] 102] , for transformation of multipartite pure states, see [83] , for multistage entanglement swapping see [95] , while for optical microcavities and photonic channels for quantum communication, see [87] .
For some important works on the experimental implementations of quantum repeaters, entanglement purification and entanglement distribution, see [77, 79, 84, [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] [93] [94] [95] [96] [97] [98] [99] ].
Preliminaries

Entanglement Fidelity
The aim of the entanglement distribution procedure is to establish a d-dimensional entangled system between the distant points A and B, through the intermediate quantum repeater nodes. Let d = 2, and let |β 00 be the target entangled system A and B, |β 00 = 1 √ 2 (|00 + |11 ) , subject to be generated. At a particular density σ generated between A and B, the fidelity of σ is evaluated as F = β 00 |σ|β 00 .
(1)
Without loss of generality, an aim of a practical entanglement distribution is to reach F ≥ 0.98 in (1) for a given σ [12, 15, [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] 29 ].
Entangled Network Structure
Let V refer to the nodes of an entangled quantum network N , which consists of a transmitter node A ∈ V , a receiver node B ∈ V , and quantum repeater nodes R i ∈ V , i = 1, . . . , q. Let E = {E j }, j = 1, . . . , m refer to a set of edges (an edge refers to an entangled connection in a graph representation) between the nodes of V , where each E j identifies an L l -level entanglement, l = 1, . . . , r, between quantum nodes x j and y j of edge E j , respectively. Let N = (V, S) be an actual quantum network with |V | nodes and a set S of entangled connections. An L l -level, l = 1, . . . , r, entangled connection E L l (x, y), refers to the shared entanglement between a source node x and a target node y, with hop-distance
since the entanglement swapping (extension) procedure doubles the span of the entangled pair in each step. This architecture is also referred to as the doubling architecture [15, [24] [25] [26] . For a particular L l -level entangled connection E L l (x, y) with hop-distance (2), there are d (x, y) L l − 1 intermediate nodes between the quantum nodes x and y.
Entanglement Purification and Entanglement Throughput
Entanglement purification is a probabilistic procedure that creates a higher fidelity entangled system from two low-fidelity Bell states. The entanglement purification procedure yields a Bell state with an increased entanglement fidelity F ,
where F in is the fidelity of the imperfect input Bell pairs. The purification requires the use of two-way classical communications [12, 15, [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] 29] . Let B F (E i L l ) refer to the entanglement throughput of a given L l entangled connection E i L l measured in the number of d-dimensional entangled states established over E i L l per sec at a particular fidelity F (dimension of a qubit system is d = 2) [12, 15, [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] 29] .
For any entangled connection E i L l , a condition c should be satisfied, as
where B * F (E i L l ) is a critical lower bound on the entanglement throughput at a particular fidelity F of a given
Model Description
In this section, we define the terms and metrics for entanglement accessibility in the quantum Internet.
Failure Identifications in the Quantum Internet
Let R f refer to a complex failure domain that models a set of quantum nodes V (R f ) and a set of entangled connections S (R f ) in a particular network domain [65, 66] , whose nodes and entangled connections are affected by a complex failure f (complex -randomly affects both nodes and connections). Note, that while S (R f ) refers to the set of local entangled connections within the failure domain R f , set E refers to the entangled connections of the global quantum network
and
also holds. An f complex failure event is identified by the entanglement throughput of an i-th
where B * F (E i L l ) is a critical lower bound on the entanglement throughput.
and therefore, the probability Pr (f ) that an event f occurs at c R f for all elements of S (R f ) is
As the distance d from the center of R f increases, the complex failure probability Pr (f ) decreases, e.g.,
Let c R f be the center of domain R f , and let r R f be the radius of R f defined as in terms of the hop-distance of an abstracted shortest entangled path P in R f , as
where
Thus, (11) can be rewritten via (12) . Then, assuming a doubling architecture on P x c R f , y c R f between x c R f and y c R f in R f , the radius in (11) is yielded as
where l (E (x, y)) identifies the level of the entangled connection E L l (x, y).
The probability of (10) is derived further as follows. At a given random c R f and r R f , the probability that a given element (e.g., node or connection) i is affected [65] by the complex failure f is defined as
Entanglement Accessibility Ratio
Let set S * refer to those entangled connections of N for which the condition c (see (4)) holds after a complex failure f . Let Φ c (f ) be a random variable that quantifies the ratio of total entanglement throughput in a complex failure event at a given c (see (4)). This quantity is referred as the entanglement accessibility ratio (EAR) after a complex failure f and identified by the ratio of total entanglement throughput after a complex failure f of N and the total entanglement throughput without a failure event [65] at a given lower bound condition (4) as
where |S| is the number of connections in the set S of N , and |S * | is the cardinality of connection set S * after a failure f occurs in R f .
Cumulative Probability of Entanglement Accessibility Ratio
Let x be a critical lower bound on the entanglement accessibility ratio of Φ c (f ) (see (15)) at a given condition c and a complex failure f . A σ (Φ c (f )) cumulative probability of all complex failure events' occurrence for which the yielding ratio Φ c (f ) at a given c is at least x (see (15)),
is referred to as the cumulative probability of entanglement accessibility ratio
after a complex failure f is therefore
Probabilistic Reduction of Entanglement Accessibility Ratio
Assume that the ζ c (Φ c (f )) cumulative distribution function of Φ c (f ) at a condition c is given as
Using (20) , the probabilistic reduction of entanglement accessibility ratio (PR-EAR) Ω c (Φ c (f )) at a given ratio x, condition c, and probability q is defined as
As follows, the PR-EAR parameter Ω c (x) in (21) quantifies the probability q that the total entanglement accessibility ratio is reduced to at most ratio x after a complex failure f .
Domain-Dependent Entanglement Accessibility Ratio
The Λ x (r) domain-dependent entanglement accessibility ratio (DD-EAR) quantifies the Φ c (f ) accessible entanglement ratio after a complex failure f in a particular domain R f in a function of the radius
A complex network failure situation of a quantum repeater network N with failure domain R f is illustrated in Fig. 1 .
and Pr (f ) = 1. As the distance d from the center of R f increases, the failure probability decreases, e.g., Pr (f ) < 1. The condition c :
is a critical lower bound on an i-th L l -level entangled connection E i L l , for the established entangled connections of N ,
Evaluation of Entanglement Accessibility
In this section, first, we define a coefficient that describes the occurrence of a given entanglement accessibility ratio after a multiple complex failure scenario. Then we propose an empirical method to determine the occurrence coefficient from the observable quantities of a particular quantum network of the quantum Internet.
Occurrence Coefficient
Let Q (Φ c (f )) refer to the occurrence coefficient of a particular Φ c (f ) entanglement accessibility ratio at a complex failure domain R f in N , defined as
where N (Φ c (f )) is the number of occurrence of a given entanglement accessibility ratio Φ c (f ) in N after a failure f , while N (A c (f )) quantifies the total number of occurrences of all accessible ratios A c (f ) in N after a failure f . Extending (24) to all the m complex failure domains R f =1 , . . . , R f =m yields where Q (f =i) (Φ c (f )) quantifies the occurrence of ratio Φ c (f ) via (24) for an i-th domain R f =i .
In the function of Q tot (N ), the quantities of (17), (21) , and (22) can be derived as follows.
For an m-domain setting with domains R f =1 , . . . , R f =m , σ c (Φ c (f )) can be derived from the function Q tot (N ) as
while
At a particular failure domain radius r R f of a given R f , let
where ξ c (Φ c (f )) as shown in (19) .
For all domains R f =1 , . . . , R f =m , (28) extends tõ
Therefore, (26) to (30) follow that the entanglement accessibility ratios can be determined via the occurrence coefficientQ tot Φ c (f ) , r R f .
To find this quantity at a given network N empirically, we propose an algorithm as follows.
Empirical Evaluation of Occurrence Coefficient
We propose an algorithm, A Q(Φ c (f )) , for the empirical determination of the O-EAR coefficient Q (Φ c (f )) (see (24)) at a complex failure domain R f scenario and then the evaluation of Q tot (N ) (see (25) ) by the extended analysis of all domains R f =1 , . . . , R f =m . Some preliminary definitions are as follows.
Definitions
To describe the topology of N , let I N be the node-to-node incidence matrix of N , and letĨ N refer to a temporal incidence matrix for the iteration steps of the algorithm. Each L i -level entangled connection is characterized by a particular entanglement throughput rate B F (E i L l ), which are used to determine the A (S) total accessible entanglement at a connection set S at no failure as
Then let A ρ,U k and B ρ,U k be the source and target quantum nodes of a demand ρ associated to user U k , k = 1, . . . , K, where K is the number of users. Then let D (ρ (S )) be the total required entanglement by a demand ρ as
f ρ (S ) refers to the connection set S of ρ. For a given demand ρ i , let
quantify the total required entanglement of demand ρ i with connection set S i along entangled connections traversed by respective paths P (N ) in N .
identify a set of g demands with both end nodes A ρ∈ ,U k and B ρ∈ ,U k not affected by a complex failure f . Assuming that a complex failure f with a domain R f occurs in N , the total accessible entanglement after a complex failure f is
where S * is the connection set of N after the failure.
The center c R f of a domain R f and the corresponding radius length r R f of R f are modeled as uniformly distributed random continuous variables [65] .
At a givenB F (E i L l ) upper bound on the entanglement throughput of E i L l , the remaining accessible entanglement throughput is defined as
where B F (E i L l ) refers to a current rate. Let R f (N ) quantify the empirical estimate of entanglement accessible ratio Φ c (f ) (see (15)) after a complex failure f in a given quantum network N , as
where A (S * ) is defined in (35) , while A (S) is given by (31) . Therefore, R f (N ) provides an estimation of Q (Φ c (f )) from the empirical values of (35) and (31) as
Algorithm
The A Q(Φ c (f )) algorithm aims to determine the empirical estimation of the occurrence function Q (Φ c (f )). The algorithm A Q(Φ c (f )) for a R f =1 , . . . , R f =m multiple complex failure scenario is given in Algorithm 1.
Description
A brief description of the A Q(Φ c (f )) method is as follows. In steps 1 and 2, some initializations are performed for further calculations. Steps 3 to 5 derive the ratio R f (N ) ≈ Φ c (f ) of accessible entanglement at a given failure domain R f . The steps aim to determine the ratio of total accessible entanglement in a given complex domain failure scenario. For each demand that has unaffected end nodes, a path searching is performed to find the shortest alternate pathṖ i for all demands ρ i to serve requirement D (ρ i (S i )) of a given ρ i . If an alternate path exists but the entangled connections of the path are not able to serve the required entanglement D (ρ i (S i )), then a new shortest patḧ P i is determined. The calculations are performed for all demands that are present with a nonzero required entanglement in the network. In step 6, the iteration is extended for the evaluation of all failure domains R f =1 , . . . , R f =m .
Algorithm 1 Estimation of Occurrence of Entanglement Accessibility Ratio
Step 1. LetĨ N = I N and A (S * ) = 0. At a given f , determine Pr(d i,c R f ) for all i. For all connections of S for which condition c does not hold, set the corresponding elements ofĨ N to 0.
Step 2. For all entangled connections of S * , set
UsingĨ N , determine the shortest pathṖ i for demand ρ i .
Step 3. For all ρ i of , evaluate
For all entangled connections traversed byṖ i set
Step 4. Define a set of demands λ, which contains all ρ i demands, where D P(N ) (ρ i (S i )) > 0. Determine the next shortest pathP i . Set A (S * ) = A (S * ) + X and D P(N ) (ρ i (S i )) = D P(N ) (ρ i (S i )) − X, where X is a given ratio of the maximum of the total accessible entanglement throughput of the entangled connections ofP i . For all E i L l entangled connections traversed byP i , determine the current F (E i L l ).
Step 5. Repeat step 4 until D P(N ) (ρ i (S i )) = 0 orP i = ∅ holds. Output R f (N ) via (37) , and the empirical estimation of the Q (R f (N )) occurrence from (24) via (38) .
Step 6. Repeat steps 1 to 5 for all m complex failure domains R f =1 , . . . , R f =m and output Q tot (N ) via (25).
Step 1
In step 1, a temporal incidence matrixĨ N is initialized by I N , and the value of the total accessible entanglement via set S * after a complex failure f is set to zero, A (S * ) = 0, where A (S * ) is defined in (35) . To identify the set of quantum nodes affected by f , for all nodes their corresponding probability Pr(d i,c R f ) is determined via (14) in a function of distance d i,c R f node i from center c R f of R f . Then to distinguish the unusable connections after f has occurred for all connections for which condition c does not hold (see (4) ), set the corresponding elements ofĨ N to 0.
Step 2
In step 2, for all entangled connections of S * , the amount of the utilizable throughput rate is set to a maximum of the given entangled connection
, the upper bound on the throughput of an entangled connection E i L l , and F (E i L l ) are given by (36) . Initialize a set = {ρ 1 , . . . , ρ g } of demands with both end nodes A ρ∈ ,U k and B ρ∈ ,U k not affected by f as given by (34) . The quantity of D P(N ) (ρ i (S i )) (see (33) ), which describes the required total entanglement by demand ρ i with connection set S i along entangled connections traversed by respective paths P (N ) in N , is set to the amount of the total entanglement required for ρ i , D (ρ i (S i )) (see (32) ). As a final substep, determine the shortest pathṖ i for ρ i by using the temporarily incidence matrixĨ N as characterized in step 1.
Step 3
In step 3, some computations are performed for the demands ρ i of set , whose demands are not affected by the failure. The value of the total accessible entanglement via connection set S i of a given demand ρ i after a complex failure f , A (S i ) (see (31) ), is set to the minimal amount of utilizable throughput rate ofṖ i , thus
From step 2, it follows that A (S i ) will be equal to the maximal entanglement rate of that entangled connection, which yields the min-max optimization
After this substep, the relation of D P(N ) (ρ i (S i )) and A (S i ) is verified, and the next steps are selected based on it. If the value of the required total entanglement D P(N ) (ρ i (S i )) of demand ρ i along entangled connections traversed by respective paths P (N ) in N does not exceed A (S i ), the value of the total accessible entanglement of demand ρ i after a complex failure f , then A (S * ) value of total accessible entanglement via connection set S * after a complex failure f is increased by
As the value of A (S * ) is determined, depending on the relation of D P(N ) (ρ i (S i )) and A (S i ), the value of the required total entanglement D P(N ) (ρ i (S i )) is either decreased by D P(N ) (ρ i (S i )) or by A (S i ). This substep therefore yields D P(N )
Depending on the relation of D P(N ) (ρ i (S i )) and A (S i ), a final computation is also performed in this step. For each entangled connection traversed by the shortest pathṖ i , the amount of remaining utilizable entanglement throughput is decreased as
Step 4
In step 4, a set λ of demands is determined via condition D P(N ) (ρ i (S i )) > 0. It follows that some demanded entanglement cannot be served fully; thus, in this step, the entanglement assigned to the demands should be increased as much as possible. These demands are still associated with a nonzero required entanglement ratio in the network, and therefore, these queries should be processed. This step focuses on the service of these demands via the corresponding calculations that are similar to the calculations of step 3. The A (S * ) value is increased by a given X, which is a given ratio of the maximum of the total accessible entanglement throughput of the entangled connections of the next shortest pathP i . Then the value of D P(N ) (ρ i (S i )) is decreased by ratio X.
Step 5
In step 5, all demands are served until there is no nonzero required entanglement present in the network. All demands are served if D P(N ) (ρ i (S i )) = 0 for all ρ i . The serving process of demands also stops if there is no next shortest pathP i in the network; therefore,P i = ∅ holds. Finally, the empirical estimation of the ratio of accessible entanglement after a failure is determined as R f (N ) = A (S * ) /A (S) (see (37) ). The estimation of Q (R f (N )) (see (24)) uses the empirical value of A (S * ) after a complex failure f via connection set S * , and also the empirical value of the A (S) via connection set S. Using the resulting estimate R f (N ) in (37) , Q (R f (N )) can be determined via the estimation in (38) .
Step 6
Finally, step 6 extends the results for all the m failure events occurring in N to determine Q tot (N ) (see (25) ).
Computational Complexity
The computational complexity of algorithm A Q(Φ c (f )) depends on the complexity of the searching method applied in steps 3 and 4 to compute the shortest paths. Using a base-graph method [29] [30] [31] to determine the shortest path with respect to the entanglement throughput metric, the complexity of the method is at most O (log n) 2 , where n is the size of a k-dimensional n-size base-graph G k of N .
Non-Linear Optimization for the Control Observable
A non-stochastic regulation (NSR) [111] [112] [113] non-linear optimization method can be defined within the proposed scheme to yield an estimation of the occurrence coefficient (control observable), in the following manner. Let Q (Φ c (f )) be an actual occurrence ratio at a particular f in N subject to be estimated, and let
be the noisy empirical vector of the R f (N ), f = 1, . . . , m noisy quantities associated with the m failure domains R 1 , . . . , R m .
In the optimization model it is assumed that the empirical statistical information obtainable from the quantum network is noisy. Let ∆ be a noise vector associated to the estimation error, such that R (N ) = Q tot (N ) + ∆, (42) where Q tot (N ) is the vector as
Then, the Q tot (N ) estimate of Q tot (N ) yielded via an NSR optimization [111] [112] [113] is as
where ω is an unknown regularization parameter, ξ is a linear operator, d is a matrix, as
where d (f ) is a deterministic exponential function
where δ is an unknown regularization parameter, such that from (46)
where α and γ are unknown regularization parameters, ϕ (∆) is a process that represents the noise of the empirical estimation; K ∆ is the covariance matrix of the noise ∆ included in the empirical vector R (N ), γ is a regularization parameter, Q tot (N ) is the derivative of Q tot (N ), while ⊗ is the convolution operator.
To determine the formula of (44), the estimation of the unknown parameters ω in (44) , δ in (46) , and α, γ in (48), is as follows. An L Laplace approximation of a marginal likelihood [113, 114] can be derived to evaluate the estimations of the unknown parameters at a particular R (N ) (see (42) ), as
where F L R (N ) is a probability function, as
where Λ Q tot (N ) ∈ R Ω L is an approximation of Q tot (N ) , Ω L is the order of approximation, while Υ is defined as
where H −1 is the inverse of a Hessian H. As follows, the unknown parameters can be evaluated from the noisy empirical vector (42), therefore the Q tot (N ) estimate of Q tot (N ) can be determined via the formula of (44).
Entropy Rate on a Lie-Group
The entropy rate [118] in the protocol can be formalized using Lie algebra theory [115] [116] [117] , in the following manner.
At a given Q (Φ c (f )) at a particular failure domain R f , let
be a group function on the n = 2 dimensional Lie group SE (n) = SE (2), defined as
where c is a constant set to c = 0, while X 1 , X 2 and X 3 are basis matrices for the Lie algebra [116, 117] SE (2), as
Then, let
be a PDF that characterizes the distribution of the group function G f at a given f . For (55) , the Lie derivative X i ϕ f , i = 1, 2, 3, is defined as
where ϕ G f • e f X i is a PDF of G f • e f X i , e f X i is a matrix exponential, and • is the matrix multiplication operator. Then, the S (ϕ f ) entropy rate at (55) on a Lie group SE (2) is yielded as
while the S (ϕ) change of the entropy rate of (57) is as
Applying the derivations for the m failure domains R f , f = 1, . . . , m, the S Σ (ϕ) total entropy rate is
while S Σ (ϕ) the derivative of S Σ (ϕ) is as
Numerical Evaluation
The numerical evaluation serves illustration purposes in random quantum network settings. As future work, our aim is to utilize an advanced network simulation framework [119] .
CP-EAR and PR-EAR
In this subsection, the CP-EAR and PR-EAR coefficients are illustrated.
The analysis assumes f = 1, . . . , 100 failure domains in random quantum network scenarios N s , s = 1, 2, such that distribution of Pr (f )-s are drawn from a U uniform distribution,
The distributions of the σ c (Φ c (f )) coefficient for random quantum network scenarios N s , s = 1, 2, in function of x, Φ c (f ) ≥ x, are depicted in Fig. 2(a)-(b) . The corresponding Ω c (Φ c (f )) values of N s , s = 1, 2, in function of q, q = Pr (f ), are depicted in Fig. 2 .(c)-(d).
DD-EAR
In this subsection, the DD-EAR coefficient is illustrated for random quantum network scenarios N s , s = 1, 2, with f = 1, . . . , 100.
The distribution of the Φ c (f ) and ϕ Φ c (f ) , r R f coefficients of Λ x r R f , and the resulting Λ x r R f in function of the normalized hop-distance 0 ≤ ζ d P x c R f , y c R f ≤ 1,
where P 
Conclusions
Here, we defined entanglement accessibility measures to evaluate the ratio of accessible quantum entanglement at complex failure events in the quantum Internet. A complex failure is modeled by a complex failure domain, which identifies a set of quantum nodes and entangled connections affected by that failure. We introduced the terms entanglement accessibility ratio and occurrence coefficient to characterize the availability of entanglement in a multiple failure setting. We proposed an algorithm to derive the occurrence coefficient via an empirical estimation observable from the evaluated parameters of the analyzed quantum network. The defined metrics and algorithm can be applied efficiently in experimental quantum Internet scenarios. 
